
Technology

Can I use artifacts from previous versions such as Data Junction or Data 

Integrator?

Yes. Data Integrator 9 can be imported directly to the new IDE (integrated 

design environment). Versions prior to that will first need to be upgraded to 
version 9. The maps and processes for DataConnect 10 will be supported by 
the end of 2017.

What APIs are available?

Java version 8. A Command Line Interface (CLI) for easy batch executions. 
.Net can be used via a Java bridge and COM has been discontinued.

Where can I find the Java SDK?
The SDK will be shipped with the stand alone engine distribution.

Can I still use the same scripting language?

Yes. The former names for the scripting language, RIFL, djBasic, and EZ 
Script, remain the same and all functions are still supported. We have 
exposed many more transformation and process object methods through 
new scripting language for power users.

Does the engine still support version 9 “djengine” commands?
Yes. The same operations are exposed and documented for use with the 
version 11 engine.

Are 32bit operating systems still supported?
No. We have upgraded the IDE as well as the engine to use 64bit OS 
functionality. This only impacts a small number of connectors of which will 
require updating client drivers (e.g. ODBC, MS Access).

What version of Java is supported?
Java 8 is the embedded version of Java for the engine as well as the IDE.

Is multi-threading supported?
Yes. Process workflows can be designed to execute in multiple parallel 
threads within the same JVM.

Does the Expression Results control panel still work?

Yes. That feature was brought back in version 11 because the IDE is a desktop 
application and can leverage the embedded djEngine.

Is the engine execution profiler still available?
Yes. The execution profiler provides a graphical representation of the events, 
actions, and scripting that take place in maps and processes. This enables 
quick identification of performance bottlenecks. Outliers can be spotted and 
remediated in the design environment before ever reaching production.
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DataConnect 11 Highlights

Foundation for a hybrid cloud 
architecture

Architected to support hybrid 
patterns (data, applications), 
deployments (cloud and on-prem) 
and endpoints (SaaS and on-prem) 

Backwards compatibility
Import and reuse all your existing 
artifacts such as process workflows, 
maps, configurations

Modern, framework-based IDE
High performance, lightweight 
desktop IDE with tools for mapping, 
debugging, web services 
connectivity, and other design and 
runtime services

Built-in power user features
Provides tools for advanced users 
such as XML and text editors, search/
replace, code assist

Out-of-the-box Integration Manager
Easily configure, monitor, schedule, 
and control user access from the 
cloud or on-prem 

Secure and robust
Remove known security 
vulnerabilities by using Java 8 instead 
of Flash or an older version of Java

Flexible, lightweight architecture
Return to simple, easy-to-use design

Data sheet



What are the deployment options for runtime?
As always, the integrations can be run interactively from the design environment to be quickly tested before 
porting to another environment. Deployment to a production runtime environment can be to the stand-alone 
engine, DataCloud, and soon to the DataConnect on-premise management interface. In addition, the engines 
can be managed as Docker containers.

Does Change Source and Change Target still work?
Yes. All the Events and Actions supported in version 9 have been restored for use. This includes the 
“OnDataChange” event management and leading/trailing options.

Can the metadata be accessed and edited directly?
Yes. We have included XML and Text editing capabilities in the IDE so users may treat the artifacts as a typical 
“resource” on the file system. We do, however, encourage backing up the artifacts first because we can’t officially 
support changes that were not made through the user interface controls.

Are there any new features from Data Integrator 9?

Yes. The IDE is a significant improvement in and of itself but there have been other notable improvements, 
primarily around usability by reducing the number of modal pop-up dialogs and “hidden” properties dialogs. 
The IDE has a convenient tab structure that exposes the Reject connection information and the Configuration 
settings.

Are the e-Document connectors like EDI, HIPAA, HL7, and SWIFT still supported?
Yes. The document schema designer features have been integrated with the IDE so there is no longer a need for 
a separate application. Its usability has also improved in that the schemas have their own editors specific to each 
type of document.

Is there a Developer Community?

Yes. https://communities.actian.com/s/

Are third party source control systems supported?
Yes, but not tightly integrated. We use an open metadata repository that leverages the file system so other tools 
can more easily be used to manage the artifacts.

What kind of life cycle management or versioning features are available?
We recommend that our users leverage a third-party source control system. However, we do provide a 
rudimentary way to version the integration artifacts manually if desired; major versions are incremented on 
demand and minor versions are incremented each time the artifact is saved.

Is iHub (aka, Integration Hub) still supported?
iHub was a solution offered by our Professional Services team and therefore would need to be updated or 
maintained through them. 

When will DataConnect 10 integrations be supported?
We plan to have the same ease of import for version 10 integrations by the end of 2017. 

Are Joins and the Join Designer still supported?
No. We deprecated that feature in version 10 and do not have immediate plans to restore it because there are 
other ways to implement the same design pattern. The join connector is still supported in the event that you 
have existing maps that leverage it.

Does Content Extractor (aka Extract Schema Designer) work in version 11?
Connector and scripting language are still supported but the GUI has not been rebuilt. The scripting language, 
CXL, is documented and is based on AWK which is a standard feature of most Unix operating systems:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AWK



Licensing

Do I get access to version 11 under my current maintenance or subscription agreement?
Since every contract is structured differently, we cannot give a general answer. Actian will provide you with a 
customized quote to let you know of additional charges, if any, that may apply for the three main upgrade 
options.

What are my upgrade options?
We provide three upgrade options:

1. Like-to-Like: Get access to version 11 technology while retaining your v9/v10 usage rights. Usage rights refer 
to the number of:

■ integration engines-production
■ integration engines-non/production
■ integration engines- dev/test
■ dev users
■ connectors

■ any other custom usage rights of the technology
2. DataConnect Enterprise: Get version 11 technology and the associated benefits of a much less restricted 

license.  Unlimited non-production, unlimited dev/test, all standard and enterprise connectors, and 
unlimited cores. Simply count and license production engines required for the integration.

3. DataConnect Hybrid Enterprise: Our most flexible and powerful offering—you will get all the benefits of 
DataConnect Enterprise, as well as the “Deploy Anywhere” feature that will enable you to have integrations 
processed on your infrastructure or in the Actian Cloud (or both). This option is only available via 
subscription. 

DataCloud
What is DataCloud?
DataCloud is a secure and reliable on-demand services platform powered by Amazon Web Services (AWS) for 
cloud developers who need to deploy high or low-level data and application integration using DataConnect.

Does DataCloud do transactional auditing?
Yes. DataCloud has true auditing for executions and changes made at the user level.

Is data sent to and from DataCloud secure and compressed?
Yes. All transmissions are secure using HTTPS and with AES256 compression for in-transit data. All data at rest is 
also encrypted. However, DataCloud uses PGP encryption for data at rest (primarily for HIPAA compliance).

Is DataCloud multi-tenant?
Yes. DataCloud uses secure access with transactional GUIDs and unique execution processes for each 
organization’s processing. This is similar to assigning unique memory space for a VM and prevents access to that 
memory space by another.

How and to whom does DataCloud communicate maintenance notifications?
All maintenance, incident, performance, and availability notifications are delivered through the DataCloud login 
page. Customers can also subscribe to the RSS feed of the page.

Is connectivity the same on DataCloud as DataConnect on-premise?
Yes. We strive to make the same set of connectors and components available to make it a truly seamless hybrid 
deployment option. On-premise deployments that are managed via DataCloud will require an Agent for local 
data acquisition and execution.

Does DataCloud have an API?
Yes. DataCloud has both a REST and SOAP web service interface for programmatic management and 
monitoring of your integrations.



Is OAuth used by DataCloud?
Yes. DataCloud supports OAuth for client consumer applications and is described in the DataCloud 
management documentation.

What level of change history is tracked for governance purposes?
DataCloud records the owner changes for all changes to products, provisioning, configurations, and executions.

Does DataCloud support outbound messages from Salesforce?
Yes. There is a Salesforce outbound message handler in addition to the REST and SOAP interfaces.

How is licensing handled in DataCloud?
Organizations can be licensed to support more than one user. The admin for the organization can name and 
assign users and roles. Groups can also be created to manager large collections of users. Design capabilities are 
determined by the development licenses used by the on-premise DataConnect IDE.

How does DataCloud integrate with on-premise applications behind a firewall?
This hybrid integration pattern is handled by using the Agent technology component. It is easily installed and 
configured on a server within the firewall and provides communication with DataCloud to obtain configuration 
and scheduling information to execute tasks locally.

Can I stop an integration job once it has started?
Yes. There are a number of ways to terminate or abort an integration job once it has started. 
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